PLATE 7.
To oltain the points for the formation of the concave and convex falling moulds, figs. 2 and
3, from the given plan, fig. 1, of Plate 6.
Draw the horizontal line t h, or base of the concave and convex falling moulds.
Fig. 2. Let e f g be the pitch-board, and g h be equal to the concave stretch-out, g h, fig. 1, Plate 6. Draw h i, the height-rod, perpendicular to e A, the base; draw ij] the line of the floor, which is equal in length to b k, fig. 1, Plate 6. Let j k be equal to the height of half a riser, which allows the rail on the landing, when placed upon the baluster, to have its proper height; then draw k I parallel to j i, draw the hypothenuse If, touching the angle at i, and f e, to g; then set up the width of the mould, which is equal to the required thickness of the rail. Draw p o, o n, and n m, parallel to k ?, If, and fq, which gives the proper angle of inclination to said mould.
Fig. 3. Let g h i be the pitch-board, and i j be equal to the convex stretch-out, ij] fig. 1, Plate 6; then draw/A the height-rod (which is the same as at fig. 2) perpendicular to g j] the base, and k I, the line of the floor, which length is equal to d 1, fig. 1, Plate 6. Let I m be equal to the height of half a riser, which allows the convex mould to coincide with the concave; then draw m e parallel to I k, draw the hypothenuse, e h, touching the angle at k, and h g, to s; then set up the width of the mould, which is equal in width to fig. 2; draw r q, q p, and p o, parallel to m e, e Ji, and h s, which gives the proper angle of inclination to said mould.
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